
 
 
 
 
SUPPLIES & TOOLS: 
 
#34713085 Black 6mm Glass Round Beads (1 pk) 
#34719059S Silver Findings Starter Pack (1 pk) 
#3201902 Silver 28 Gauge Wire (1 pk) 
Wire Cutters 
5.0 (H-8) Metal Crochet Hook 

 
Techniques to Know: 
Jump Rings 
Slip Knot 
Crochet Chain Stitch (ch) 
Double Crochet Stitch (dc) 

 
DIRECTIONS: 
 

1. Slide 18 beads onto your wire (this may be more than you need but you 
can't add more later).  Approximately 4" from the end of the wire, tie a slip 
knot.  Insert crochet hook into slip knot. 

2. Measure wrist.  (Ch) on stitches to a length that equals approximately 1/2" 
less than wrist measurement, making sure you have an odd number of 
stitches. 

3. Starting row 1:  (Ch) on 3 more stitches. (Dc) your last stitch into the sixth 
chain back from your hook. Slide a single bead along your wire until it sits 
under your hook.  Complete a (ch) stitch, keeping the bead snug to your 
work. 

4. Skip a chain and (dc) into the next chain.  (Ch) one more stitch. 
5. Skip a chain and (dc) into the next chain. Slide another single bead along 

your wire until it sits under your hook.  Complete a (ch) stitch, keeping the 
bead snug to your work. 
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6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you reach the end of your chains and finish row 
1. 

7. Starting row 2:  Turn your work.  (Ch) on 3 more stitches.  Slide another 
bead along the wire until it sits under your hook.  Complete a (ch) stitch, 
keeping the bead snug to your work.   

8. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you reach the end of row 2. 
9. Starting row 3:  Turn your work.  (Ch) on 4 stitches.   
10. Skip a chain and (dc) into the next chain.  (Ch) one more stitch. 
11. Repeat step 10 until you reach the end of row 3.  Securely slip knot the wire 

through your last chain.  Trim tails.  This completes the bracelet. 
12. Open a 6mm jump ring, bring it through the middle sitches on one end of 

your bracelet, and use it to attach the loop on the bar side of a toggle clasp. 
13. Attach a 6mm jump ring to the loop on the circle side of the toggle clasp.  

Bring another 6mm jump ring through the middle stitches on the other end 
of your bracelet and connect it to the previous jump ring.  

 
Skill Level:  Intermediate 
 
Approximate Crafting Time: 2 hours 
 


